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Glass blocks for the designer in you!

block party...If dainty momentos are 
more your style, try these girly accents. Fill a
glass block with colorful beads, and ribbon-
wrapped dowels topped with scrapbook embellishments...
the perfect party centerpiece! Or embellish glass with 
simple rub-ons and fill generously with lengths
of pink tulle.

take a notion
Collecting has never looked so good! 
We filled a trio of blocks to the brim 
with fabric yo-yos, colorful spools, 
flowery felt embellishments, and 

a tangle of vibrant tape measures. 
Embellished with alphabet rub-ons and 
coordinating ribbon, they stack up to 
create imaginative knick-knacks that 

double as handy-dandy storage.  

block & roll...This quick, hip to 
be sqaure, piece came together with 
self-adhesive gemstones, novelty poker 
chips and Vegas-themed stickers, and 
of course the King!

light years
Create lighting 
that stacks up to 
your child’s ever-
changing décor. 
Topped with a 
bottle adapter 
light kit, this 
boutique-style 
piece is packed 
with adorable 
alphabet blocks 
(available in the 
craft dept.). As 
your kiddo grows, 
you can replace 
the blocks with 
age-appropriate 
items—think 
ribbon, sequins, 
or army men.

clearly squared
From rough and tumble, to sugary 
sweet, craft a roomful of kid-friendly 
keepsakes with our versatile glass 
blocks. Doll them up with gemstones, 
stickers, ribbon, and flowers.



trippy banks
To create a personalized bank, transform 

a glass block with everything from 
stickers, to ribbon, to feathers, to 

flowers. Counting minutes instead of 
coins? Make a designer timepiece by 

incorporating a simple clock movement. 
Just drill a small hole thru block to 

accommodate the mechanism.

office space... Whether your office is
at home or work, our versatile glass blocks will
adapt to your one-of-a-kind décor. Use them as
unique lighting by filling blocks with mini lights to provide the illumination, 
or keep it functional by creating a sleek organization area by applying magnet 
paint, chalkboard paint, cork, and dry erase film to four different blocks.

naturally… Let nature 
takes its course on a bevy of 
botanically-inspired projects. 
The pieces shown make 
beautiful use of calla lily 
stems, decorative rocks, even 
scrapbooking supplies. We 
used items from both the model 
and miniature departments 
to round out our rustic, glass 
block displays—notice the 
tiny garden tools with a picket 
fence, the pocket-sized deer 
and bottle brush tree!

fetching etching
This contemporary piece was made 
using glass etching cream, available in 
crafts. Simply affix stencil of your choice 
to the glass, and carefully follow the 
manufacturer’s directions to apply the 
cream and create the etching. Then, add 
squares of textured paper to complete 
the simple-but-chic design.


